Abstract-Watermarking is used for the protection of intellectual property, data integrity, and data authentication. This paper proposes a novel method for image watermarking based on embedding multiples watermarks in different domains of the image representation (spatial and DCT domains), without any distortion of the watermarked image. In the spatial domain, the processing method is based on study of segmentation by fuzzy c-means clustering method that outputs the zones of watermark embedding and respectively the associated appropriate embedding gain factors. However in the DCT domain a proper choice of the DCT coefficients based on the quantization JPEG table in the middle frequencies band is carried out. Several watermarks were embedded in these two domains in order to take advantage of the spatial domain robustness against different asynchronous attacks, associated to the DCT domain robustness against jpeg compression and some other signal processing distortions. Experimental results show that the proposed method is robust against a large set of synchronous and asynchronous image attacks such as filtering, lossy compression, cropping and rotation attack.
I. INTRODUCTION
Watermarking is a technique to identify the rightful ownership of multimedia data. When the ownership of data is in question, the watermark can be extracted to prove the copyright [1] , [2] . The watermarking techniques proposed in the literature fall in two categories: spatial-domain methods [3] , [4] and transform-domain methods [5] Many techniques have been proposed in the spatial domain, such as the LSB (least significant bit) insertion method [6] , the patchwork method, and the texture block coding method [7] . For the human visual perception, the small changes in gray values are regarded as noise, The LSB method has a major disadvantage that the least significant bits may be easily destroyed such as randomly flipping the lower bits or lossy compression. Transform-domain methods, such as the Fourier transform [8] , discrete cosine transform [9] , or discrete wavelet transform [10] , are based on spatial transformation, and process the coefficients in the frequency domain for hiding data. Therefore, how to select the best frequency portions of the image for hiding watermark is an important and difficult topic. After the inverse transformation, the hidden data is scattered around the spatial image. The transform-domain method is more robust than the spatial-domain method against compression, cropping, and jittering. The robustness is maintained at the price of imperceptibility in the transform domain.
In [11] , a pseudorandom Gaussian sequence is embedded into the largest 1000 AC coefficients in the DCT domain. This method is robust to common image processing and geometric distortions.
In [12] and [13] , the proposed DCT/DWT methods embed a binary visual watermark by modulating the middle-frequency components. These two methods are also robust to common image operations; but geometric transformations are still challenges.
In [14] , the authors utilize SVD to embed two different types of watermarks, a Gaussian sequence and a binary image, respectively. This scheme could resist against rotation, cropping, and several malicious attacks. In this work a new image watermarking approach is proposed. Based on a multiple domain watermarking with several watermarks embedding in the spatial and frequency domains of the image representation. The number of embedded watermarks reached the eleven. This paper is organized as follows: Section II details the multi-insertion method proposed in the fields of space and DCT: the segmentation study conducted and the automatic determination of the insertion force. In Section IV, we introduce the robustness of this technique against different attacks, and to test the capacity to detect the embedded watermark. And finally, we conclude our article.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper we propose to exploit the robustness of respectively the spatial and frequency domain in the same time. A set of watermarks is embedded in the DCT frequency domain in different selected blocks coefficients with respect to the JPEG quantization values table. The choice of these coefficients is based on a strategy to minimize the vulnerability of the embedding scheme by the redundancy of the different embedded watermarks. In the same time, based on fuzzy clustering technique, a second set of watermarks is embedded in the spatial domain.
This embedding approach proves that the watermarked image become more robust mutually to the jpeg compression and wide kinds of synchronous and asynchronous attacks. In addition because of the recurrence resulting from the multiple embedded watermarks in these two domains, at least all or some of these inserted watermarks survived in each of the applied attacks.
A. Watermarks Presentation
The watermarks are presented as different binary images, containing data about the authors, research group, university name…etc with P×P size described as the following:
L M denotes the binary watermark of index L. The maximum number of the watermarks having to be inserted is noted max L . P is chosen equal 32, and max L is equal to 5 in the frequency domain and 6 in the spatial domain.
B. DCT Watermark Embedding
The first step of our watermarking scheme is to embed multiple watermarks in the frequency domain. Let DCT I be the transformed image into the DCT domain presented as an 8×8 DCT blocks with respect to the image size. The DCT coefficients where the watermark bits will be encoded are chosen from the medium frequency band of the transformed blocks in order to provide additional resistance to lossy compression while avoiding significant modifications or distortions to the cover image. Instead of chosen arbitrarily the coefficients locations, we can increase the robustness to compression by basing our choice on the recommended JPEG table [15] . In fact if two locations are chosen as they present identical quantization values, any scaling of the first coefficient will scale the second by the same factor preserving their relative size. On the other hand to augment the survivel chances of the embedded watermarks against a large set of attacks and reduces the probability of detection errors, an additional gain factor denoted  is used in the watermark embedding process. Some criteria are presented for the choice of K as shown in Equation (2) , in order to respect the threshold of the watermark imperceptibility shown by the image distortion.
are respectively the positions of the two selected Coefficients with same quantization values and K is the gain factor resultant from this equation. The embedding procedure is as follows.
 where + denotes the operation of watermarks adding to selected coefficients of 
C. Determination Zones of Insertion by Method Fuzzy C-Means
FCM is an unsupervised clustering technique which has been utilized in a wide variety of image processing applications such as medical imaging [16] and remote sensing [17] . In fact, an image can be represented in terms of pixels, which are associated with a location and a gray level value. It can also be represented by its derivatives, e.g., regions with statistical features like Average grayscale value, Standard deviation, Variance, Entropy, Skewness, Kurtosis.
The first step consists to characterize each image pixel by a feature vector. Features can be extracted from regions masked by ( n n  ) window. Second step is used to cluster the feature vectors into several classes with every class corresponding to one region in the segmented image [18] . Using this method, the proposed technique doesn't allow a wrong classification output. Window ( n n  ) pixels is used to browse the DCT watermarked image to identify and mark the different existing zones. The original is automatically classified and marked with different colors as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The spatial embedding procedure is preceded by a step of determining the insertion zones. Indeed, a heterogeneous image is composed by different zones (homogeneous textures, low intensity...). This diversity implies that the insertion in these different zones may not be identical. These aspects have been implemented in the next section; so the key point to embed a watermark is to determine where the watermark can be embedded and how much the strength can be added to.
D. Spatial Embedding Procedure
Six watermarks are used to be inserted into different zones with different gain. Because of the binary used watermarks, the embedding procedure derived from the Weber's law and shown by Equation 4 is considered as adding a percent of the pixel value to itself, this percent will varies of course with this value. In this way, the values of the added pixels belonging to the watermarks are not fixing; in fact the embedded watermark is variable from a pixel to another in order to preserve the homogeny of the image. This embedding procedure can be justified by the fact that HVS does not perceive equal changes in images equally, but visual sensitivity is nearly constant with respect to relative changes in an image.
 The general shape of the insertion procedure takes into account that the image was previously marked in the DCT frequency domain by a set of labels introduced as the following equation:
where L denotes the watermark index
. In this in the spatial and frequency domain are then considered equal to eleven, five in the frequency domain and six in the spatial domain. Different other images are used in the carried experiments in all the watermarking process, with different classified zones numbers as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . These Figs show medical images with textures. Fig. 1 partitioned into four zones where the watermark can be embedded with several different gain factors. Fig. 2 is divided into three different zones. In each image the position where the watermarks have to be embedded change with the different zones. 
E. Watermarks Detection
The detection procedure is performed in one of two domains, if the signature extracted satisfactory we can stop the detection process. In the opposite case where the signature is different from that extracted inserted. We move to another domain to perform a second detection procedure. One the signatures is detected we can choose the best, or reconstruct a more complete signature from those extracted.
III. ROBUSTNESS AGAINST ATTACKS
A. Performance Metrics A watermarking scheme is evaluated based on two critical yet conflicting performance metrics: 1) Imperceptibility 2) the robustness to attacks that aim to eliminate watermarks.
Imperceptibility measures: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a widely used measure of fidelity (similarity between the original and the distorted image). Values over 30 dB in PSNR are acceptable in terms of degradation, which means no significant degradation is observed by the human eye. PSNR is defined as: 2 
The maximum luminance, MSE is the mean-square error between the original image and the distorted one. To evaluate robustness, the watermark is extracted from a test image that underwent modifications, and correlation between the test watermark and the reference watermark is calculated.
Normalized correlation, sim in [7] , is used in this paper and is defined as:
.'
where X and * X are the original and reconstructed watermark sequence, respectively.
B. Experimental Results and Discussion
After concluding the watermarking process, we will test our algorithm by applying different attacks on the watermarked image as: JPEG compression, filtering, noises, cropping and rotation attacks. The tests performed to validate our hybrid approach are on images of size 256 x 256 grayscale.
Respectively after each applied attack, the recovered watermark is compared with a set of 800 random watermarks containing the original one. We proved in all the experiments, the higher one corresponds to this computed between the original and the recovered watermark and there are no other similarities with other watermarks. 
1) JPEG compression attack
The JPEG compression is one of the standard attacks that a watermarking system should be resistance to. The measured PSNR between original images and watermarked image Attacked by different rate of compression (90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, 10%) are shown in Fig. 5 . When compared with other methods more robustness and watermark embedding capacity are noted. In addition, when compared with [19] , [20] , this method proved its efficiency for the high amount of embedded data and a better robustness against different geometrical attacks As shown in Fig. 9 , our proposed algorithm is highly more robust to JPEG compression when compared with different well known algorithms in the DCT and spatial domains such as Kutter, Cox, Koch, Langelaar, Bruyndonckx, and Frifirich algorithms [21] , [22] , [24] - [26] . 
2) Attack by adding noise
It is quite relevant to evaluate the robustness of the suggested method against Noise. In fact, we have tested our new approach using 10 different Noises generations and by modifying variances at each time. The watermark detector response when the watermarked image is introduced to additive Gaussian noise with different variance values is shown in Fig. 4(b) . From the Fig. 8 , we can observe values of PSNR that are always higher than 30 dB. This makes it obvious that the image quality is good and these new Watermarked images algorithm is powerful to keep image fidelity even after Noise attack. Note that the equation is centered using a center tab stop. We have tested the robustness of our proposed method face to Gaussian filter Fig. 4 (c) displays the watermark detector response when the watermarked image is attacked by Gaussian filter.
3) Geometric transformations attacks
The tested geometric transforms are rotation and Cropping. We present in the following the means of PSNR for several test images related to the tested attacks: The cropping with different sizes (15×15, 25×25 and 65×65) and the different rotation angles (5, 15 and 20) . 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper a novel image watermarking approach based on a multiple domain watermarking with several watermarks embedding in the spatial and frequency domains. The simulation results proved that the proposed technique is robust against different synchronous and asynchronous attacks such as JPEG compression, different filtering and geometrical transformations.
In the watermark detection process we proved that between the embedded watermarks, a different watermark has survived to a large set of the applied attacks kinds. In addition, the redundancy caused by the multiple insertions has not altered our algorithm robustness. High correlations values after the attacked watermarked image are found in all the applied attacks kinds.
